
Transform catastrophe risk management 
to improve product performance and 
reduce losses

GENERATING INSURANCE IMPACT

DESIGN • TRANSFORM • RUN

For insurers catastrophic losses combined with regulatory pressures and other 
challenges such as pricing uncertainty and weak risk modeling capabilities 
underscore the need for robust risk management. Insurers need catastrophe risk 
management solutions that can deliver improved premium risk estimation and 
enable informed underwriting decisions.

Solution
Overview
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Overview
A steady rise in natural calamities and other 
catastrophes in recent years has eroded  
statutory surpluses and shareholder equity in 
insurance companies. 

For many insurers, meeting stringent regulatory 
requirements against such losses is a huge challenge, 
compounded by falling premiums, pricing uncertainty, 
the paucity of good-quality data, and weak risk 
modeling capabilities. Catastrophic losses combined 
with regulatory pressures and other challenges 
underscore the need for robust risk management.

Genpact’s catastrophe risk management solutions 
help clients address catastrophe risk management 
challenges through better data management and 
insights, product performance monitoring, and process 
efficiency. The result: robust risk assessment, better-
quality data, improved product performance, and 
better compliance with rating agencies’ requirements.

Genpact offers comprehensive 
end-to-end catastrophe  
modeling services
Genpact has rich experience in catastrophe modeling 
across different models, risk types, treaty types, 
geographies and perils.

Genpact approach
We leverage our global delivery business model 
and our decades of business process management 
experience in the insurance industry to effectively 
implement our solutions. Our catastrophe 
management solutions are focused on the following:

Better data management  
and insights
Enable data-driven insights for Better data 
management and insights: Enable data-driven insights 
for catastrophe modeling and focus on data quality to 
decrease coding errors with an improved scientific and 
comprehensive approach to view data issues

Improved product performance  
and profitability
Through market portfolio study and industry 
benchmarking, continuously review and update 
existing models and estimate real-time losses by  
peril and geography.

Rating agency requirements
Submit high-quality property-specific exposure data 
to rating agencies and implement data quality rating 
index for improved premium risk estimation and 
ensure regulatory compliance.

Submission Review
Exposure Analysis
Year-on-year comparison
Underwriter 

Research and 
developmentModel Analysis 

Result Comparison
Result Analysis 
Output Discussion
Data cleansing 
Run Modeling Tools

Data Formatting, Cleansing and Upload 
Contract Term Application
Endorsements 
Monthly Aggregate Reporting 
Run Aggregation Tools

Cedent Analysis 
Capacity Allocation 
Model Evaluation and Development
Model Testing
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Process efficiency
Increase productivity and enhance the quality of the 
analysis by using workflow tools and applications for 
seamless processing.

Genpact’s catastrophe risk management solutions 
include business process management services that 
help increase productivity and enhance the quality of 
analysis by using workflow tools and applications for 
seamless processing.

Why Genpact
Genpact works with 20+ clients, including six 
Fortune 500 insurers, generating an impact of 
US$500 million+ across the insurance industry. Our 
solutions, supported by our Lean Six Sigma heritage, 
are underpinned by our proprietary Smart Enterprise 
Processes (SEPSM) methodology that employs granular 
data analysis, sophisticated diagnostics,  
and cross-functional benchmarks to maximize  
process effectiveness.

Business impact
Clients can expect potential cost savings of 25% to 
35% through a labor global sourcing model, joint 
end-to-end process reengineering, and continuous 
productivity improvements.

Genpact has partnered with clients to set up CAT 
modeling centers of excellence and help clients deliver 
improved premium risk estimation, make informed 
underwriting decisions, and reduce the gap between 
modeled and actual loss ratios.

Client
Global $25+ billion reinsurer

Business challenge
• Inconsistent catastrophe risk premium  

estimate due to difference in treatment of 
insurance conditions

• Heightened uncertainty in pricing due to poor 
visibility and clarity on data quality

Genpact solution
• To address inconsistent catastrophe risk premium 

estimates, detailed testing was performed for the 
primary CAT models to understand the treatment 
of insurance conditions. Genpact recommended 
corrective measures in the data treatment in 
catastrophe models to address the data issues

• To address the heightened uncertainty in pricing, 
Genpact conducted rigorous brainstorming to 
develop a platform and a high-level design of the 
index; developed a data quality index to assess the 
accuracy and completeness of the data in terms of 
geography, construction/occupancy coding, and 
secondary modifiers

Domain expertise

• Rich experience in the general insurance and 
regulatory realm, including commercial and 
personal lines

• Capabilities in actuarial, catastrophe risk 
modeling, underwriting, claims, and  
portfolio analytics

• Vast knowledge and understanding of processes, 
pain points, and solutions

Data management and analytics

• Powered by 6,000+ analysts, including  
2,000+ statisticians

• Improved data quality throughout the data  
life cycle

• Data management and consolidation for all 
analytics processes

• Model development, improvement,  
and implementation

Staff recruitment, training, and engagement

• BUILD, a program aimed at developing 
catastrophe modeling professionals as dedicated 
insurance subject matter experts (SMEs)

• Insurance industry certifications for the staff in 
order to enhance domain knowledge
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About Genpact
Genpact (NYSE: G) stands for “generating business impact.” We architect the Lean DigitalSM enterprise through a unique approach based 
on our patented Smart Enterprise Processes (SEPSM) framework that reimagines our clients’ middle and back offices to generate growth, cost 
efficiency, and business agility. Our hundreds of long-term clients include more than one-fourth of the Fortune Global 500. We have grown 
to over 70,000 people in 25 countries, with key management and a corporate office in New York City. We believe we are able to generate 
impact quickly and power Intelligent OperationsSM for our clients because of our business domain expertise and experience running complex 
operations, driving our unbiased focus on what works and making technology-enabled transformation sustainable. Behind our passion for 
technology, process, and operational excellence is the heritage of a former General Electric division that has served GE businesses since 1998.

For additional information, contact, Insurance.solutions@genpact.com and visit, http://www.genpact.com/home/industries/insurance/
insurance-analytics

Follow Genpact on Twitter, Facebook, LinkedIn, and YouTube.
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• Enabled data quality index to assign quality rating
to property catastrophe exposed data submitted
by clients/brokers for reinsurance cover

Business impact
• Enhanced premium risk estimate for about 25%

of the accounts

• Generated business impact of $5 million
by improving data quality and enabling the

underwriters to understand the variability in 
the exposure data set and its likely impact  
on modeled loss

• Provided a robust mechanism for evaluating the
catastrophe load accurately for poor or good
data quality for the realization of correct
premium (revenue)

• Helped in efficient capital allocation for
the business
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